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ACCELERATOR PEDAL
1. First you remove the little plastic cover next to the pedal.

2. Now remove the bolt that was hidden under the cover.

3. Remove the cover above the pedal by removing the two highlighted plastic screws.

4. You can now easily tilt the pedal from backwards, but there is two clips on
the front which needs to be disconnected. If you grab the new pedal, you can see
where the clips are placed and you can get an idea of how to disconnect them. I used
a flat screwdriver and disconnected the left clip, the right one then just followed on.

5. Now it is time for the most difficult part.
I indeed had my issues.
Removing the plug/cable
On the top of plug you will find a white lock, pull it down and then you should be
able to disconnect it by pulling it away.
Some people do say that you need to press down the lock all the way while
others say not to. I however found a good trick on a forum saying to push down
a flat screwdriver from the other side. It worked perfectly for me, much easier.

6. The pedal should now be all removed and it is time to remove dirt, etc. before
installing the new accelerator pedal.

7. Install the new pedal. Begin with the connecting the cable, then push down into
the clips at front and mount the bolt and put all covers back in place.

CLUTCH PEDAL
1. Grab the rubber at the front of the pedal (closest to the seats) and remove the
rubber all around the pedal so it seems loose. There are two rubber barbs under,
the best way is just to pull all you can and they will release.

2. Installing the new pedal, it is recommended that you begin from the bottom and
push the rubber upwards, put the two rubber barbs through the wholes. It is
impossible hook them in with hand force, so I used a plier from the bottom side.

BRAKE PEDAL
1. Grab the rubber at the front of the pedal (closest to the seats) and remove the
rubber all around the pedal so it seems loose. There are one rubber barb under,
the best way is just to pull all you can and it will release.

2. Installing the new pedal, it is recommended that you begin from the bottom and
push the rubber upwards, put the rubber barb through the whole. It is impossible
hook it in with hand force, so I used a plier from the bottom side.
Please do double check that all pedals are mounted correctly after installation.

CONGRATULATIONS YOU DID IT!

Thank you for watching!
You will find a lot more guides here:
http://www.lightnings.dk/index_en.html
Here you will find part numbers, guides and much more.

